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ABSTRACT

The flame behaviour of a ceramic foam surface burner in the radiation mode has been studied. Two models

are presented. The first numerical model is based on the skeletal mechanism for lean methane-air combustion

consisting of 25 reactions among 16 species. Surface radiation of the burner is included. The second simple

analytical model is based on the known behaviour of lD flames on an externally cooled perfectly conducting

burner. The radiative heat loss ofthe burnèr is balanced with the energy 1088 ofthe flame to the burner. Both

models predict the same non-adiabatic flame temperature within a few degrees. There is a slight difference

between the predicted surface temperatures, which is caused by errors in the average value for the heat capac

ity in the second model. Results of the surface and gas temperature measurements show the same trends as

the numerical computations, although the absolute values show some discrepancies. The discrepancies of the

surface temperature are caused by uncertainties of the effective emissivity of the surface, and the discrepancies

of the gas temperature are caused by the rather large corrections of the thermocouple temperature.

Keywords: Radiation mode, Discretization, Surface temperature, Flame temperature, Arrhenius relation.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade much attention is paid to the development of fully premixed burners. The 'Netherlands

Energy Research Foundation' (EeN) uses aporous ceramic foam as flame holder for its low NO emission

features. Another advantage ofthis burner besides the low NO emission is the large range of energy modulation.

In the radiation mode of the burner, the mixture velocity is less than the adiabatic burning velocity. The flame

stabilizes close to or even partly inside the foam. The flame stabilizes by conductive heat loss to the ceramic

faam. As a consequence, the ceramic is heated up and loses its energy by radiation. The gasflow and the

combustion phenomena can assumed to be one-dimensional in this mode.

When the mixture velocity exceeds the burning velocity, Bunsen type flames appear. The flame average

length is rather short (O(lcm)) and the flames are cooled by the burner at the sta13ilization points only,
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so that the ceramic foam wil! remain relatively cool. This energy modulation range is called the 'blue flame

mode' due to the visible blue flames. The combustion phenomena are essentially three-dimensional in this mode.

Much research on radiant burners has been done in the last decade. However, much of the attention is paid

to the combusti<:n phenomena inside a porous medium [1], [2] and [3]. Sinep. the material temperatures can be

rather high (more than 1000°C) inside the foam, energy transport by internal radiation has to be included. In

most cases a one-step reaction mechanism is used. Hsu and Matthews [3], however, use complex chemistry. The

advantage ofusing complex chemistry is that a more accurate prediction oftemperature distribution is possible.

Also the concentration profiles of the chemical species give detailed information about CO and NO-emissions.

Less information is available for surface combustion on ceramic burners. Golombok et al. [4] recently studied

surface combustion using metal fibre burners. They used a one-step reaction model and included a radiation

loss term at the surface. Radiation inside the burner was included by changing the effective conductivity. The

effective conductivity is proportional to Ta

Nakamura et al. [5J recently presented a model for methane combustion on the surface of a porous ceramic

plate. They also used a one-step reaction model and neglected conduction of the gas mixture inside the porous

foam. The flame was stabilized completelyon top of the foam, which was probably caused by the low porosity

of the burner (</J =0.36, whereas our foam has a porosity of </J ~ 0.90).

This paper focuses at surface combustion in the radiation mode. In th is mode the flame wil! be flat and

the system can assumed to be one-dimensional. This wil! simplify the reaction and flow equations considerably.

In section 2 we will present the two models which are used to study the behaviour of surface combustion.

In subsection 2.2 the governing equations together with the boundary conditions for the first numerical model

are given. The discretized equations describing the phenomena near the outlet of the ceramic foam layer are

derived in subsection 2.3. In subsection 2.4 the second, analytical model is presented. In section 3 methods

of the temperature measurements of the surface and the gas are presented. The modelling results and the

experimental data are compared in section 4, and in section 5 some conclusions are drawn.

2 MODELLING

2.1 Introduction

Two modeIs for the combustion behaviour are presented. Model 1, presented in subsections 2.2 and 2.3, is

based on the skeletal mechanism [6] for lean methane oxidation. The skeletal scheme consists of 25 reactions

among 16 species (CH4 , CH3 , CH30, CH20, HCO, CO, CO2 , O2 , 0, H2 , H, OH, H02 , H 20 2 , H 20 and

N 2 ). Together with the related mass conservation equations, differential equations for the temperatures of the

gas and ceramic are solved.

Model 2, presented in subsection 2.4, is an analytical model based on approximations of the equations for

the flame and the ceramic foam. An Arrhenius type of equation [7] is used to calculate the relation between

the mass flow rate and the non-adiabatic flame temperature. In steady-state the energy flux between flame

and ceramic is balanced with the radiation heat loss of the cerarnic surface. Quick estimates of the flarne and
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surface temperature can be made with this model.

2.2 Governing equations

The combustion system is controlled by the convection-diffusion-reaction equations for the chemical species and

the enthalpy balance equations for the reacting gas mixture and the ceramic foam. The convection-diffusion

reaction equations are given bye

ar: ar: a ( ar: )r/>pg &t- + pgU a; - ax r/>pgD.m a; = r/>Pi with i E [1, 16] (1)

where Yi, Pg and Pi represent the mass-fraction, the mass density and the chemical source term of species i,

respectively. The gas velocity, the position and time are represented by u, x and t. The diffusion coefficient Dim
of species i in the mixture m is temperature and composition dependent. The porosity r/> equals one outside

the foam and is approximately equal to 0.9 inside the foam. Note that the gas volume is reduced by a factor

r/> inside the foam. Consequently the velocity u is increased by a factor 1/r/>, so that the massflux m= Pgu
remains equal inside and outside the foam when the stationary system is considered.

The enthalpy balance equation for the gas is given bye

~ (r/>>' 8Tg)
ax 9 ax (2)

The terms on the left-hand side represent the instationairy, the convective and conductive heat transport. Both

the heat capacity Cp,g as the heat conductivity >'g are temperature and mixture dependent.

The first term on the right-hand side represents the heat transfer between the gas and the solid. The product

of the heat transfer coefficient (} and the specific surface A determines the coupling between the ceramic foam

temperature T, and the gas temperature Tg. This term is the only coupling between the gas and the ceramic

and is an important parameter for the flame stabilization process. The second term describes the total heat

release due to chemical reactions, where hi represents the enthalpy of species i. The third term on the right

hand side stands for the enthalpy transport due to diffusive fluxes. This term is generally small [6] and is

therefore neglected.

The equation for the ceramic temperature is given by:

(3)

where P" cp" and >., represent the mass density, the heat capacity and the conductivity of the bulk material

of the ceramic foam. The terms in the ceramic temperature equation represent the variations of temperature

in time, the conduction of heat and the heat transfer between gas and solid.

The set of equations is c10sed with the ideal gas law and the continuity relation

Po = pgf?:Tg (4)
M

and
apg apgu _ 0

(5)Ij; ot + ax - ,
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with R the universal gas constant. The pressure Po is approximate constant for deflagrations pracesses (low

Mach numbers). The average molar mass Jo:! is given by:

[

N ]-1- Y;
M= 2.:

M
.

i=l t

(6)

We wilJ consider the stationary system, so the massflux in =Pgu is constant and the time dependent terms of

Eqs. (1), (3), (3) and (5) are zero.

The computational domain. shown in figure 1. is divided into three zones: an unburnt gas zone, a ceramic/gas

zone and a flame zone. The gas temperature Tg and the mass-fractions of species N2 , O2 and CH4 are fixed

at the infiow of the computational domain. We use zero-flux boundary conditions for the other species at the

inflow. At the outfiow we use zero-flux boundary conditions for all the species and the gas temperature.

The boundary condition of the differential equation for the ceramic temperature at the inlet (x = - L) and

outlet (x = 0) of the ceramic foam layer are found by integrating the differential equation around the inlet or

out let from -b to +b with b approximatingto zero. The boundary condition for Eq. (3) at the outlet then yields:

aT, I- (1 - 1»>', -a = qrad·
X xTQ

The energy loss by radiation at the surface is represented by qrad:

qrad = Ëu(T:UrJ - T;u.rr),

(7)

(8)

with f the effective emissivity of the surface, fT the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T,urf = T,(x = 0), the

temperature of the ceramic foam at the outlet surface. The temperature T,urr is the temperature of the

surroundings, and is chosen to be equal to the cold unburnt gas temperature Ta for a burner in an open

atmosphere. The boundary and step conditions at the inlet of the foam are similar and can be derived

analogously. Note that at the inlet the difference between the surroundings and the ceramic temperature in

most cases (when L = O(lcm)) is only a few degrees, so that radiation at the inlet can be neglected.

2.3 Discretization method

The computational domain (see figure 1) runs from x = -2em to x = 8em and is divided in contral volumes.

The control volume used is shown in figure 2. The known conservative fini te-volume discretization method of

Thiart [8] is used to discretize the equations for the mass fractions and energy equations in these control volumes

(see appendix A). An adaptive localty refined gridding technique [9J is used to resolve the large gradients in

the preheat and the reaction zones.

The discretized energy equations at the interfaces of the ceramic foam at x = - Land x = Odemand

special attention. This is treated in this subsection. The implementation of radiation at the surfaces is slightly

different from the method used by Beckermann and Smith [10]. They implement the radiating surface at the

interface between the control volumes, while we implement the surface at a gridpoint to be abIe to use adaptive

gridding strategies without limitations.

We wilt define three flux functions J. The convective and diffusive fluxes of Eq. (1) are combined in the

mass-flux term Ji of species i:

(9)
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Figure 1: Computational domain. Figure 2: Control volume.

The heat-flux Jg of the gas is given by:

(10)

and the heat-flux J, of the solid temperature is defined as:

J, = (1- ,p)>., aT, .
cp" ax (11)

With the nomenc1ature defined in figure 2 we can integrate Eqs. (1), (3) and (3) from -6xt to 6x; over
N

the control volume around the point P. The source terms ,pPi, :A (T, - Tg), :A (T, - Tg) and -!- L hiPi
1',g p,f P,IJ i=l

are assumed to be constant inside the control volume. The values of the source terms S are chosen at the

midpoint P. The diffusivities ,ppgDim , ~ and~ are assumed to be constant between the gridpoints.
'--P,9 Cp,.

Assume that the diffusivity and the source terms are constant in an interval [0, L]. Then the exact solution of

the differential equations at x in the interval [0, L] is:

F(x) = Fa + Sx + FL - Fa - (SL/pu) [exp (PUrX) -1] ,
pu exp(puL/r) - 1

(12)

(13)
aF

J=puF-rax'

where r denotes the general diffusivity and F the general observable (Y;, Tg or T,). The general flux J is now

given by:

and the integrated convection-diffusion equations then yield:

Je - JW - /lxS = 0, (14)

with JW the flux at the inflow of the contral volume and ;e the flux at the outflow of the control volume. The

values of the f1uxes are obtained by using the exact solution for constant S and r between the gridpoints. The

discretized east-f1ux ;e is then given by:

[
FP - FE ] [r 6x ];e = pu F P + + S 6x; __ + e ,

exp(pu6xe Ir) - 1 pu exp(pu6Xe /r) - 1
(15)

with F P and FE the values of the observable at the midpoint and east-point respectively. A similar equation

can be obtained for the flux at the west-side of the control volume.
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The Eqs. (1), (3) and (3) at the outlet interface ofthe ceramic foam can now be discretized. The int.egration

of t.he convection-diffusion-reaction equation now yields:

Ji' - Jt' - (q)óx~ + ÓX;)Pi -= O. (16)

The discretized tluxes J[ and Jt' are given in appendix A. Note t.hat. at lhe west-side the porosity cp ~ 0.9,

which has 1.0 be multiplied with t.he source function p.
The enthalpy equations are more complicat.ed, since the heat. transfer is not constant in t.he entire control

volume. Also the radiation term in the ceramic enthalpy equat.ion has 1.0 be included at the midpoint P.

The heat transfer is non-zero on the west-side and zero at t.he east-side (at. the burner inlet it is the other

way araund). The averaged temperatures of gas and ceramic in the contral volume are not t.he temperatures

at the midpoint, as would be ifthe control volume lies in t.he ceramic zone, but at -1/25;;;. This st.ates thaI.

the heat t.ransfer source t.erm is altered:

(17)

where we have assumed that the temperature is linear between the midpoint Pand the westpoint W.

The discretized versions of Eqs. (3) and (3) at t.he outlet are now given:

and

(18)

(19)

(20)

with
;w _ (1 - q))>'. Tt - T,w

• - cp,. óXw

The fluxes J; and r: are given in appendix A. The discretized relat.ions at the inlet are similar.

The discretized set of equations has 1.0 be solved by numerical techniques. At every point we have N equa

tions, so we have N x J( equations, where f{ is the total number of gridpoints. The set of equat.ions is linearized

by using a modified Newton-Raphson technique [9]. The linearized set of equat.ions can now be written as a

matrixequation Ax =b with A having a block tri-diagonal structure. This set is solved by standard techniques.

2.4 AnalyticaI model

It appears that for many applicat.ions the final gas temperature and the surface temperature are of interest

and thaI. the concentration of the chemical species is of minor importance. In these cases it would be useful if

simple analytical relations would be available 1.0 obtain these temperatures. In the sixties Kaskan [7] measured

relations between the mass burning velocity lt and the non-adiabatic f1ame temperature Tt for flames stabilized

on a water-cooled surface burner. For methane combustion he obtained an Arrhenius like equation between

temperature and mass burning velocity:

(21 )
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with k a constant and E a the overall activation energy. The constant kof Eq. (21) can be eliminated when

the adiabatic flame temperature Tb and the adiabatic burning velocity SL are known. One obtains:

I (1 2R u)-l
Tb = n - E

a
In SL (22)

It can be shown easily [11] that this relation is also valid for other cooling-stabilized burners, when the reaction

zone is not in contact with the heat absorbing material. It remains to be seen whether this is true for the

ceramic burner, where part of he reactions take place inside the material.

In table 1 the overall activation energies, the adiabatic flame temperature Tb and the adiabatic burning

velocity SL of atmospheric methane combustion with air are given.

table 1: Methane combustion. [7] and [12]
lln Ea[l] n[K] sL[cmls] lln Ea[l] n[K] sL[cmls]
1.20 305 2136 34.6 0.95 2172 34.6
1.15 2173 37.2 0.90 2120 32.1
1.10 2210 38.3 0.85 2057 28.0
1.05 2228 38.3 0.80 234 1993 23.9
1.00 272 2220 36.7 0.75 1912 19.4

The flame is cooled by the ceramic foam when the gas velocity is lower than the adiabatic burning velocity.

The enthalpy loss tlq of the flame is given by:

(23)

The flame can only stabilize when the enthalpy loss of the flame is in balance with the enthalpy loss of the

burner due to radiation given by Eq. (8). When the Eqs. (8), (22) and (23) are combined, one obtains a

relation between the surface temperature and the gas velocity:

P uc Ti 2Rnln (f-)
~ _ ti + g p,g b L

surf - 0 ar 2Rnln (;z) - E
a

(24)

As indicated, this method can be used only when the reaction zone is essentially outside the burner. The real

flame temperature wil! be lower than the temperature predicted by Eq. (22) when the latter is not the case.

The cooling effect by the foam will be larger when the flame lies inside the foam, since the flame loses energy

to the foam in and after the reaction zone. The effective conductivity is also changed when the flame zone lies

inside the ceramic foam. This williead to an increase of the burning velocity [1].

3 EXPERIMENTS

Temperature measurements of the outlet interface of the ceramic burner and the flame have been performed

at the 'EeN' and at the 'TUE'. The surface temperature is measured with two types of pyrometers and with

a pyrolaser. The main problem we had to deal with is the presence of gas radiation. At a relatively low load

gas radiation is negligible compared to surface radiation, but at higher loads this is not the case. We measured
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the surface radiation intensity at several wavelengths: 0.865jlm (pyrolaser), 0.96jlm and 3.8jlm (pyrometers).

At a wavelength of 3.8jlm the measurements are not obscured by gas radiation, but at the other wavelengths

it is. This means that at a relatively high load, where the influence of surface radiation is lower, the measured

surface temperature is systematically too high.

Furthermore we have to keep in mind that the emissivity of the surface is temperature and wavelength

dependent. Therefore we have to estimate a mean emissivity, whieh ean be adjusted on the pyrometers. The

pyrolaser measures the radiant intensity and the refleetivity at a wavelength of 0.865jlm. The emissivity is

obtained by subtraeting the refleetivity from one. Here it is assumed that transmission of the foam is zero.

Note that the obtained emissivity can differ from the mean emissivity, since the mean radiation eontribution is

in the infrared (2.6jlm), while the emissivity is measured in the low-infrared (close to the visible region). This

again is an error souree whieh ean not be negleeted. If for instaanee the mean emissivity f equals 0.6 instead

of 0.4, then the error is O( 102 )K.

3em ..

[
Support needless.,

" :,.--=====:::1 Pt/7 <Hl Pt lO%Rh Pt lO%Rh

JUnctio~ ~ Pt Pt

\~J-c:::====:::1Pt lO%Rh

Ceramic holder

Figure 3:' Triple thermoeouple

(25)

The flame temperature is measured with a so-ealled triple thermocouple [12] shown in figure 3. The measure

ment device consists of three couples, two at the support needies and one junetion in the center as usual. The

middle thermoeouple wires have a diameter of 50jlm and the wires of the support needies a diameter of 500jlm.

The measured temperature at the middle junetion is correeted for radiation and conduction. The eorreetion

ean be performed by solving the differential energy balanee equation of the coupie:

[ ' ] (4 4) 1 d
2
Te

a e Tb - Tc - (jfe Tc - T,urr + 4deÀe d:r;2 = 0,

(26)

with Tc the temperature of the middlejunetion, a e the heat transfer between gas and the thermoeouple, :r; the

position on the wire and de the diameter of the wires of the middle thermocouple. The boundary conditions

for the second derivative are determined by the two temperatures at the support couples. The lowest-order

approximation for the flame temperature is given by:

T,' = T. fe(j (y4 _ T4 ) _ deÀ e (Te'_1 - 2Te•o + Te'l)
b C+ e ,urr 4 (A )2 '

O'c Oe L.l.X

with Te,±1 the measured temperatures at the support couples and~:r; = 1.5mm the distance between the middle

junetion and the support junctions. The error ê in the gas temperature of the lowest-order approximation is

given by:

(27)
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whieh ean be rather large, since the temperature difference between middle junction and support junctions can

be O(200)K.

4 RESULTS

The modelling and experimental results are discussed in this section. First, the flame behaviour predicted by

model one is compared with the numerically computed flame behaviour of a perfectly cooled bumer stabilized

flame. The results of the temperatures of model one and model two are discussed subsequentially. Finally, the

results of the temperature measurements are compared with the numerical results.

In the figures 4 and 5 temperature profiles are shown for a typica! flame with airratio n = 1.25. The

numerical code which is used to compute the cooled bumer stabilized f1.ame (fig. 5) is essentially the same

as the code we use to compute the flame behaviour of the ceramic foam burner (fig. 4). The only difference

between both configurations is the numerical treatment of the bumer temperature. The temperature of the

ceramic bumer is dictated by the energy balance and the surface radiation, while the temperature of the

extemally cooled bumer is modelled with a constant temperature of 298K.

The temperature profile of the ceramic faam is almost the same as the profile of the gas temperature in

the foam as shown in figure 4. Only near the outlet there is a difference in the temperature profiles. There,

the gas temperature exceeds the ceramic temperature with several hundred degrees Kelvin. The magnitude of

this effect strongly depends on the value of uA. Further more, the slope of the ceramic temperature profile is

negative near the outlet as indicated by the boundary condition given by Eq. (7).
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Figure 4: Coneentration and temperature profiles
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Massflaw rate: O.0150gcm· 2s· 1 .

Figure 5: Coneentration and temperature profiles of a
stabilized flame on an extemally caoled bumer. Air
ratio: 1.25; Massfiaw rate: O.0150gcm· 2s· 1
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The concentration profiles of C H 4, C H 3 and CO2 are also shown in the figures 4 and 5. As shown in

figure 4, the methane conversion starts inside the ceramic foam. When we compare this with a f1ame, which is

stabilized on an externally cooled burner, as shown in figure 5, we see that the reactions take place outside the

burner. Changes of concentrations of the species inside the cooled burner are caused by diffusion only. We see

also a difference in the concentration profiles of the CH3 radical. The C lh peak shows a broadening inside

the ceramic foam compared to the cooled burner stabilized f1ame. This indicates that the reaction and the

preheating zones are broadened within the ceramic foam. This effect is partly caused by the increasing energy

transport inside the foam due to the conductivity of the foam. The change of the porosity will decrease the

diffusivity of species inside the foam by a factor of dJ, while the effective conductivity is increased. The Lewis

number (Le = ~qD) will therefore increase.
PgCp,g .m

Although the reactions take partly place inside the foam, the influence on the final f1ame temperature is

marginal. The final f1ame temperatures differ slightly (a few K) due to the increasing energy transport in

the material (see also subsection 2.4). The effect is remarkable, since this indicates that the presence of the

foam does not affect the reaction zone considerably when the f1ame is near the outlet. Note however, that the

latter effect is increased when the porosity is decreased. The temperature difference is O(5)K at low mass

flow rates (O.Olg cm- 2 8- 1 ) and less than IK near blow-off. In figure 6 the results of both models mentioned

in section 2 are presented. The computed f1ame temperatures differ no more than a few degrees. Also the
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Figure 6: Flame 7Z and surface T,ur! = T, (x = 0)
temperatures computed with both modeIs and the
surface temperature measured with the pyrometer.
Airratio: n = 1.10

Figure ï: Flame T; and surface T,ur! = T..(x = 0)
temperatures computed with the numerical code, the
f1ame temperature measured with the triple thermo
couple and the surface temperature measured with
the pyrolaser. Airratio: n = 1.30

surface temperatures show the same behaviour, which clearly indicates the validity of the second analytical

model. The differences of the surface temperatures are caused by the error in the specific heat capacity. For the

second model we did choose a mean specific heat capacity to speed up the calculation time, and for the complex
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model the specific heat capacity is temperature dependent and mixture averaged. The minor differences in the

predieted flame temperatures are probably caused by uncertainties in the constants Eo, k, n and SLo

The results of the flame temperature computed with the second model compared with the results of model

one indicates that the foam has no significant influence on the reaction zone. These results support the earlier

conclusion which was drawn when we compared the cooled bumer stabilized flame with a flame stabilized on

the faam. Model two can thus be used to calculate the flarne and surface ternperatures when no inforrnation

about species concentrations is required.

The results of the ternperature measurements of the surface with the 3.81lm pyrometer are shown also in

figure 6. The predieted trends of the surface temperature measurements, shown in figure 6, are correct, but the

absolute values are overestimated by the modeis. This is probably caused by the chosen effective emissivity in

the model and the adjusted emissivity of the pyrometer (3.8Ilm). We used an effeetive emissivity of 0.4, but

experiments indicate that the effective emissivity, averaged over the total spectral range, is probably larger. A

larger emissivity in the model would lead to lower surface temperatures, and thus giving better agreement with

the experiments. However, this has to be investigated in the future.

In figure 7 the results of the f1ame temperature (triple thermocouple) and the surface temperature (pyrolaser)

together with the data computed with modelone are shown. With the pyrolaser we measured an emissivity of

0.36 at a wavelength of 0.865Ilm. This value of the ernissivity is used as input for the numerical code. In the

radiation mode (ta a maximum power of 400kWjm2
) the agreement between predicted and measured surface

temperature is fair. However, we have to emphasize that we measured the emissivity and the radiation intensity

at a specific wavelength, and assumed that the difference between the effective emissivity and the measured

emissivity is marginal. This can lead to errors of O(102)K as mentioned earl ier in section 3. At higher loads,

in the transition and blue flame mode, the measured radiation intensity was too high due to gas radiation, as

mentioned before. However, this effect lies beyond the scope of this study.

The profiles of the computional and experimental flame temperature results have the same trend. How

ever, the discrepancies of the absolute values of the f1ame temperatures are quite large. The error of the

experimental flame temperature given by Eq. (27) approxirnates O(IOO)K. The radiation correetion is also

slightly overestirnated, since the thermocouple sees a part of the radiating surface of the bumer. This can

lead to an additional error of approximately O(lO)K. Catalytical reactions can also give an overestimation of

the measured temperature, but we measured several millimetres above the reaction zone to minimize this effect.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

From the results we may conclude that both models prediet the flame and surface temperature profiles as

a function of load and airratio with satisfactory accuracy. The temperature of the gas and surface can be

obtained simply and accurately with the second analytical model. If information about the mass fractions of

the species is required, then the first numerical model has to be used.

The discrepancies between the numerical and experimental flame temperature lie within the experimen

tal error of O(lOO)K. This error of the gas temperature can be decreased if the construction of the triple

thermocouple is improved.
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The errors of the surface temperature have several origins. First, the effective emissivity may differ with

the spectral emissivity. Secondly, gas radiation cannot he neglected at higher temperatures for the pyrolaser

and the 0.96JLm pyrometer. For the 3.8JLm pyrometer gas radiation can he ignored, since at a wavelength of

3.8JLm there is no gas radiation of H20 and CO2 expected.

The physical features of the ceramic foam (a, ..\" cp" and p,) are chosen to he temperature independent.

Altering the values of these constants didn't change the f1ame and surface temperature significantly. The heat

capacity and the mass density of the ceramic foam have influence on the convergence speed of the code, but not

on the final solntion. The conductivity has influence on the temperature profile inside the foam. When we did

choose an unrealistic large conductivity the surface temperature was decreased. The inlet surface temperature,

however, was increased to maintain the energy conservation.

The effective heat transfer parameter aA we used is rather high. This seems to be necessary to prevent

flash-back or transition of surface combustion to interna! combustion. These phenomena will he investigated

soon.
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A Discretized equations in the gas and ceramlC zones

(1), (3) and (3) for

(28)

(29)

Jt - J'f - UXtj;Pi = 0,
N

J; - J;' - uxtj; I: hiPi - uxaA (T, .• - Tg,.) = 0
i=l

gas:

The integrated differential equations of the species and enthalpy equations definied by Eqs.

the gas and ceramic zone are given below.

Species:

and ceramic: J': - J;- uxaA (T". - Tg,.) = 0, (30)

where tj; =1 and aA =0 in the gas zone and tj; i= 1 and aA i= 0 in the ceramic zone. The discretized f1uxes of

the species are:

e [ P Y/ - yi
E

] . [< _ tj; Dim _-----c--:-_Ó...,.X.::...e ::-------c--,-]Ji = pgU Yi + +tj;Pi vX e - --+
exp(uÓx e /tf;Dim ) - 1 ti exp(uÓx, /tf;Dim ) - 1

(31 )

and

J '" _ [yw + yi
W

- r/ ] + J. '. [< + _ tj;Dim + ÓXw ]
1 - pgU l + (J.JPs uX w + .

exp(uÓx",/tf;Dim ) - 1 U exp(uÓx w /tf;Dim )-1

The tluxes of the gas temperature are:

(32)

dJ N . [_ tj;..\g óX e ]+ - I: hiPi óX e - --- + --:------:c-=---;--:--:--:-
cp.g i=1 pgUCp,g exp(pgucp,gÓX e ftj;..\g) - 1

(33)
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and

The ceramic f1uxes are:

and

NOMENCLATURE

J' _ 1 - </> T,E - T;
~ - Cp ,4 6x e

r _ 1 - </> T; - T,w
, - cp" 6xw

(35)

(36)

Roman symbols

A specific area (cm2 /cm3
)

cp specific heat (J/gK) n airratio (-)
d diameter (cm) P pressure (Pa)
D diffusion coefficient (cm2 /s) q heat flux density (W/m 2

)

Eo activation energy (J/mol) R universal gasconstant (J/mol K)
F observable (different units) S source function (different units)
h format ion enthalpy (J/g) SL burning velocity (cm/s)
J flux (different units) T temperature (K)
k Arrhenius constant (cm/s) t time (s)
L thickness of the burner (cm) u velocity (cm/s)
M average molar mass (g/mol) U diffusion velocity (cm/s)
M molar mass (g/mol) x position (cm)
m total mass flow rate (g/cm 2 s) y mass fraction (- )

Greek symbols

Cl< coefficient of transmission (W/cm 2 K) .\ coefficient of conduction (W/cmK)
II difference (-) </> porosity (-)
( effective emissivity (-) p density (g/cm3 )

t: error (K) IJ chemical source term (g/cm3 s)
r diffusivity (different units) fT constant of Boltzmann (W/cm 2 K 4

)

Indices
a activation P midpoint
b burning rad radiation
c thermocouple s solid burner material
E east-point surf surface of the burner plate

east surr surroundings

9 gas W west-point
species number w west

L laminar 0 normal conditions
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